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Abstract
In this work, computational fluid dynamics is used to compare experimental results for a two-bladed small rotor
Out of Ground Effect and In Ground Effect conditions. The paper focuses on the evalutation and prediction of
the performance of the rotor and investigates the outwash generated in ground effect. Time and phase averaged
outflow velocities with two different scaling methods are compared with experiments. The results are also scaled
to a full-size rotor, and compared with the PAXman model of crew operating in close rotor proximity. A particle
pickup model is also used showing the dust cloud generated by the rotor.
Nomenclature
Acronyms
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DV E Degraded Visual Environment
IGE In Ground Effect
MTOW Maximum TakeOff Weight
MUSCL Monotone Upstream Centred
Schemes for Conservation Laws
OGE Out of Ground Effect
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
Greek
ν Kinematic viscosity,m2/s
Ω Rotor angular velocity, rad/s
Ψ Local azimuth angle, deg
ρ Density, kg/m3
τw Wall shear stress, kg/ms
2
θ Collective pitch at three-quarter radius, deg
Latin
a Speed of sound, m/s
c Blade chord, m
CQ Rotor torque coefficient, CQ =
Q
1
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CT Thrust coefficient, CT =
T
1
2
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2
tipA
D Rotor diameter, m
dp Particle diameter, µm
dFPAXman dFPAXman =
1
2ρV
2
raddA, N
FPAXman FPAXman =
∫
APAXman
dfPAXman, N
FoM Figure of merit, FoM =
C
3/2
T
2CQ
g Gravitional acceleration, m/s2
hPAXman PAXman height scaled, m
M Mach number,M = Vtipc/a∞
Nb Number of blades
Q Rotor torque, N ·m
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R Rotor radius, m
r Radial coordinate along blade span, m
Re Reynolds number, Re = Vtipc/ν∞
Srotor Rotor disk area, m
2
T Rotor thrust, N
U Velocity x-component, m/s
u∗ Friction velocity, m/s
V Velocity y-component, m/s
vi Hover induced velocity, vi =
√
(CT )
2
vmax Highest value of velocity radial component
Vrad Velocity radial component,
Vrad = Ucos(Ψ) + V sin(Ψ),m/s
Super and sub scripts
∞ Freestream value
p Particle
tip Blade tip value
1 INTRODUCTION
The influence of the ground on the flowfield generated
by a lifting rotor has been discussed in several works,
using from full-scale aircraft [1] to small, isolated, rotors
[2], [3] and [4]. This interaction between the flowflield
and the ground changes the direction of the induced
flow from vertical (downwash) to radial flow (outwash).
Rotors operating In Ground Effect (IGE) may generate
a dangerous environment for ground personnel, equip-
ment, landscape and in case of brown-out or white-out
for the aircrew too. To improve the safety of IGE opera-
tions the outflow of different aircraft has been measured
and studied, (see [1] and [5]). The outwash flowfield
has time-averaged characteristics similar to those of a
wall-impinging jet [6] and its complexity is due to the per-
sistence of the tip vortices and the interactions between
rotors, airframe and ground plane. The ground interfer-
ence also influences rotor performance. It decreases
the power for a given thrust coefficient, and increases
the thrust for a fixed amount of power. In the present
work, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis of a
micro two-bladed rotor is compared with experimental
results of the University of Maryland. A small rotor has
been experimentally investigated for OGE and IGE in
different configurations, and Ramasamy et al. [7] col-
lected performance and flowfield data for OGE. In [8]
the same small two-bladed rotor operating parallel to
a ground plane at different heights was used. In both
works, rotor performance was measured using a micro
mass balance while the flowfield data was obtained by
2D Particle Image Velocitimetry (PIV). In the present
work, the CFD analysis has been validated based on re-
sults from these works [7] and [8]. The OGE validation
is mainly focused on performance and visualization of
the wake, while for the IGE test case the outflow is stud-
ied in detail. All CFD simulations have been performed
using HMB3 (Helicopter Multi-Block) CFD solver. Initial
results were obtained for the rotor OGE, and with a rotor
one radius above the ground plane. Using the flowfield
solutions, it is possible to evaluate several safety con-
siderations to define a restricted zone around the rotor
where the ouflow can be dangerous in terms of forces
exercised on the people in proximity to the rotor, and in
terms of uplifted particles. Safety separation distances
already exist for wake encounters, and the Manual of
Traffic Service [9] suggests a three-rotor-diameter sep-
aration distance. A detailed analysis on wake encoun-
ters was reported in [10], and this criterion can be used
as a starting point to define a similar safety distance
criteria for ground operations. Another source of dan-
ger due to the outflow is the presence in the flowfield
of particles uplifted from the ground. During brown-out
and white-out a cloud of particles (sand in the case of
brown-out and snow for white-out) is generated, which
may affect visibility.
2 CFD SOLVER
The HMB3 (Helicopter Multi-Block) [11] [12] is the
solver used for all CFD calculations in this work. It
solves the Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
equations (URANS) in integral form with ALE formu-
lation (Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) formulation for
time-dipendent domains (moving boundaries). URANS
equations are discretised using a cell-centred finite vol-
ume approach on a multiblock structured grid. HMB3
uses the Osher [13] and Roe [14] approximate Riemann
solvers to evaluate the convective fluxes, the viscous
terms are discretized using second order central differ-
encing. Third order accuracy in space is provided by
The Monotone Upstream Centred Schemes for Conser-
vation Laws (MUSCL) [15]. An implicit dual time step-
ping method is employed to perform the temporal inte-
gration. Oversets grids (used in this work) [16] and slid-
ing plane [17] methods are available in HMB3 to allow
for the relative motion between mesh components, rep-
resenting ground and rotor blade. To avoid non-physical
spurious oscillations HMB3 solves uses the alterna-
tive form of the Albada limiter [18] where large gradi-
ents are involved in computations, like in presence of
shockwaves. Various turbulence models are available
in HMB3, including one-equation, two-equation, three
and four equations turbulent models. Large-eddy Sim-
ulation (LES), Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) and
Delay-Detached-Eddy Simulation (DDES) can also be
used with HMB3. For this study two different turbulence
model have been used: k − ω and k − ω SST [19], fur-
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thermore due to the low Reynolds numbers of the test
cases few laminar simulations were also performed.
2.1 PAXman MODEL
The PAXman model was developed for military person-
nel as a reference area for the wind force calculation, it
is based on the projection of a crouching 6 ft tall person
immersed in the outwash. The geometry of the PAXman
model has been described in [1] and [5], and shown in
fig 1. In this work, the PAXman height is scaled with the
rotor radius of a UH-60A aircraft (R=8.18m), giving a
height of hPAXman = 0.2R. Using the reference area
expressed by the polynomial representation of fig 1, it is
possible calculate the distribution of the force produced
by the outwash on the ground personnel. The forces
are calculated as proposed in [1]. To obtain compa-
rable forces with the safety criteria, velocities are scaled
using the blade tip velocity of the UH-60A (Vtip = 220
m/s). In this way, it was possible to evaluate where the
force due to the outflow reaches the safety threshold.
However, the scaling in velocity cannot give an accu-
rate rappresentation of reality, considering the UH-60A
at max takeoff weight of MTOW=10,600kg, its rotor disk
area of 210 m2 and a tip velocity of 220 m/s it is possi-
bile compute a realistic thrust coefficient using:
(1) CT =
2WMTOW g
ρV 2tipSrotor
.
The obtained thrust coefficient is CT = 0.0167, which
is lower of the mean of the micro-rotor thrust coefficient
simulated in this work. However, for safety , the study of
a rotor at higher thrust coefficient will lead to conserva-
tive safety criteria. According to [1] and [5] the caution
zone begins when the force acting on the PAXman is
more than 80 lbf (335 N), and the hazard zone is de-
fined after 115 lbf (510 N). However in [5], there are not
any specific instructions for operations in the ”caution”
or the ”hazard” zones. In other words, these references
do not define any safety constrains based on computed
forces for people that are operating near the rotor. The
distribution of the force over the body is calculated as:
fpaxman =
1
2ρV
2
radx where ρ is density the of the air,
Vrad is the radial outflow velocity, and x is the horizontal
coordinate of the PAXman model. The total force is the
integral of the distribution of the force over the height of
the PAXman model (z-component).
(2) Fpaxman =
∫
hPAXman
fpaxmandz
Using this model it is possible to calculate the force dis-
tribution acting on a human body at a specific radial sta-
tion.
2.2 PARTICLE UPLIFT
A key element in the simulation of brown-out is the
model used to represent the uplift of ground particles.
For brown-out simulations the most popular uplift model
is by Bagnold (see [20] and [21]) and simulates the
pickup of particles in rivers or in aeolian flows. Accord-
ing to this model, a particle is aerodynamically entrained
in the fluid flow if u∗ > u∗t , where u
∗ =
√
τw/ρair (τw be-
ing the wall shear stress) is the friction velocity and
(3) u∗t =
√
A(
ρp
ρair
gdp +
β
ρairdp
),
where u∗t is the threshold velocity, while A and β are
coefficients: A=0.0123 β=3e-04
kg
s2
Another cause of particle uplift is ”splash entrain-
ment”. Anytime an entrained particle hits the ground, it
may have sufficiently high energy to launch more parti-
cles. The kinetic energy gained by the hit particles can
overcome the cohesive forces and lead uplift. This phe-
nomenon has not been taken into account in the present
simulations, but it is described in [22] and [23].
2.3 PARTICLE TRACKING
The presence in the flowfield of particles may lead to
dangerous situations like, as already said, brown-out
and white-out. However other kind of particles, and even
small stones can be uplifted by the wake. To properly
simulate the behaviour of these in the flowfield it is nec-
essary to model their motion. Lagrangian and Eulerian
modelling are the two approaches used in the numer-
ical simulation of particle motion in the flowfield. The
Lagrangian approach has been used in [24] and [25].
In this approach the particles (or parcels of particles)
are tracked through the field and the local cloud prop-
erties are defined by their properties as they pass each
point in the space. In this approach, the motion of the
particles is computing using the Newton’s second law.
In the Eulerian approach, the properties of the particles
are assumed to be continuous within the flowfield. Thus,
differential conservation equations are written, discred-
ited, and solved for the properties of the cloud, e.g. [26]
and [27]. For particle tracking, the commercial software
TecplotTM has been used, and the motions of the par-
ticles follow a Lagrangian reference. The particles are
driven by the flowfield velocities and their position in
time are obtained by integrating their equation of mo-
tion, the particles are assumed massless. The integra-
tion method used is a second order Runge-Kutta , and
the equation of motion for massless particles is:
(4) xp = (xp0 + ut)
Where xp is the actual position of the particle, xp0 is
its initial position, u is the velocity of the flowfield in the
position of the particle and t is the time.
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3 CFD COMPUTATIONS
3.1 OGE SIMULATIONS - RESULTS
The OGE test case has been analysed, and the char-
acteristics of the two overset grids employed are pre-
sented in tab 2. The wake generated by the rotor is as-
sumed to be steady. The hover configuration OGE can
be seen as a steady problem at least before blade stall.
The periodicity of the flow in the azimuthal direction al-
lows modeling of only half of the domain (see fig 3 (a)).
With minor changes, the blade geometry of [7] and [8]
was replicated using ICEM hexa [28]. In particular, the
blunt leading and trailing edges were rounded, but the
differences in the modelled geometry are not expected
to have any significant influence on the solutions. Two
grids were generated to quantify mesh convergence.
The coarse grid had approximately half the number
of cells of the finer. Froude inflow and outflow have
been imposed as reported in fig 3 (a). The ”potential
sink/Froude” boundary condition is used to suppress the
re-circulation that arises from unperturbed free-stream
far-field boundaries. The results obtained in terms of
thrust, torque coefficient and figure of merit are shown
in fig 4. Several simulations have been tested involving
different turbulence models, different configurations and
different Reynolds numbers. In [7], the authors, defined
a scatter cloud and considered different types of blades
at different collective angles. CFD results in terms of
thrust and torque, generally underestimated the exper-
imental results for the collective and Reynolds num-
ber proposed. However, the CFD results had the same
trend as the experiments. The difference between the
CFD and the experiment results is comparable to the
difference between the different configurations of tested
blades (presence of twist, taper and sharp leading and
trailing edge), and this behaviour is probably due to the
low Reynolds numbers used for simulations and exper-
iment. In this configuration, extended separation zones
are present on the blade, and the shape of the blade (in
terms of airfoil and plane shape) loses part of its influ-
ence on performance. For this reason, no more blade
configurations were taken into account for CFD valida-
tion than the baseline. The simulated flowfield contains
the typical behaviour shown in experiments with PIV. Tip
vortices, and vortex sheets are clearly visible and com-
parable with the observed flowfield of reference [8]. In
fig 6 lift and drag are compared per unit of span. In gen-
eral, for both forces the agreement is good. However,
the drag is overesistimated starting from y/R=08. In [7],
lift and the drag were computed along the blade from
the data extracted from the PIV, but due to the small size
of the blade it was not possible use pressure sensors.
The lift was computed from the bound circulation at dif-
ferent stations, while the drag was extracted evaluating
the loss of momentum behind the blade. The CFD re-
sults for lift have been computed in two ways, from the
circulation (the same as the experiment) and from the
blade pressure data. The pressure-based lift has a peak
near the tip, that the circulation-based lift (from experi-
ments and CFD) did not show. This can be due to 3D
effects due to the tip vortex in proximity of the tip. This
effect have a minimum interference on the 2D bound
circulation, however, it can have a stronger effect on the
pressure tip.
3.2 IGE SIMULATIONS - RESULTS
For the IGE configuration, the rotor was modelled us-
ing two overset grids, and no-slip and no-penetration
conditions were imposed on the ground. The rotor do-
main was computed as unsteady, for the IGE case.
The unsteady time step was changed during the sim-
ulation. The first two revolutions have computed at
5deg/timestep. Then, the timestep was gradually re-
duced reaching 0.5deg/timestep for the last revolutions
performed. The mesh has been refined near the ground
and the rotor to accurately resolve the wake features.
Investigations were conducted analyzing the radial ve-
locity at different distances from the rotor and com-
paring with experiments [8]. The results are shown
as time-averaged and phase-averaged radial velocities,
for two azimuth positions (Ψ=0 deg and Ψ=90 deg).
Comparison in terms of performance are given in fig 7
(CIGET /C
OGE
T and C
IGE
Q /C
OGE
Q ratios) and show small
differences with of the experiments of [8]. For the
CFD results, the influence of the ground appears to
be weaker than in the experimental results. At similar
thrust coefficients, the power required with the ground
was higher for the CFD. However the thrust coefficient,
shows a results close to the result proposed by Lee
et al. [8]. The increment of thrust coefficient IGE is
about 10% with respect to the OGE case. The result
of the power coefficient is slightly higher than what ex-
pected CIGEQ /C
OGE
Q =1.02. However, it can be consid-
ered that the power between OGE and IGE is fairy con-
stant, with a small incrementum in the thrust coefficient
as expected. Similar results in terms of CIGEQ /C
OGE
Q
have been obtained by Karla et al. in [29] for the same
test case. In fig 5 the rotor wake is presented as (a)
iso-surfaces of Q-criterion and (b) contours of vorticity
magnitude. As expected, the wake, reaches the ground
and expands. The time and phase-averaged velocity
has been scaled using two different methods. First, the
radial velocity is scaled with the reference hover induced
velocity vh =
√
(CT )
2 , which is a rotor parameter. The
velocity is scaled as a jet, with vmax, to explore the
self - similar characteristic of the wall jet. The dashed
line shown in the figs 9 and 10 represents the PAXman
model height.
The time averaged velocities show good agreement
with experiments in terms of maximum radial velocity
near the rotor as, figs 9 (a) and (c) suggest. For higher
radial positions (about r/R = 2) the peak velocity is un-
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derestimated (fig 9 (e)) . This could be due to a different
distribution of the momentum between the rotor and the
ground. It can be noticed that where the peak is under-
estimated, the full distribution of the outflow shows a dif-
ferent behaviour. This can be due to the small number of
revolutions performed. CFD results are obtained after 4
full rotor revolutions, due to the high computational cost
of the simulations. This may not allow the flowfield to
develop properly far from the rotor. Phase averaged re-
sults are shown in fig 10. Here, the solid lines represent
the experimental results in [8], while the dashed line
shows the CFD results from this work. Different colours
are used for different azimuth position (red lines for az-
imuth Ψ = 0 deg, blue lines for Ψ =90 deg), solid and
dashed line with the same colour are compared. figs 10
(a) and (b) show good agreement and suggest strong
velocity fluctuations. In fig 10 (c) the peak is underesti-
mated as in the case of time average results. However,
the phase-averaged outflow at Ψ=90 deg is not far from
the experimental results, while the case of Ψ=0 deg is
more in agreement with the time-averaged results. At
this radial position, it was expected to see a more settled
outflow with comparable outflow at different azimuth an-
gles. However the outflow shows fluctuations between
different phases. Perhaps the simulations have to be
performed for more revolutions to obtain a well settle
flowfield at larger distances.
3.3 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Fig 13 (a) shows the total forces acting on a scaled hu-
man body at different distances by the outflow produced
by the rotor. The forces have been computed scaling
the velocities with the UH-60A Vtip of 220 m/s, to ob-
tain more realistic values and compare them with the
safety thresholds suggested for civilian and military op-
erations. The forces are stronger at radial distances of
1.25 and 1.5R, and for larger distances they weaken.
This agrees with the outflow results discussed earlier.
The highest velocities are seen near 1.5R. It is clear
that the area near the rotor (between 1R and 1.75R is
the most dangerous). Here, the forces exceed the limits
of caution and danger. The peak force was 600 N. In
[5], similar results have been obtained for a V-22 where
the hazard zone can be identified between 1 and 2R,
with peaks around 620 N for certain configurations. The
model rotor used for the experiment had a CT = 0.03,
which is a high value for a real rotor. Such value of CT
can produce strong downwash and outwash velocities if
scaled to a fullscale Vtip like the one used in this work.
In this case, the computed forces are overestimated
respect to a real full scale case, so the safety con-
siderations performed are conservative. Futhermore, in
[1] consider the influence of the disk loading and the
hover height as parameters that have effects on PAX-
man forces, in this work only a single configuration has
been considered. After 2R, the force drops quickly, and
this is due to the outflow velocities that drops fast away
from the rotor. After a 3R distance the force is almost
negligible for the PAXman model. Fig 13 (b) presents
the distribution of the forces over the PAXman height. It
can be noticed that at every radial station away from the
rotor the force is strongest at a height corresponding to
the PAXman chest. This result is due to the shape of
the outwash distribution and the larger blocking area at
chest level. This is also in agreement with other investi-
gations. In [1] the force peaks were around the middle
of the human body, however, the experiment performed
by Silva et al., was at full scale.
Evaluating, the shear stress on the ground of the
domain allows to calculate the particle velocity uplift
threshold. The proprieties of the particles, listed in tab
4, chosen according to [23], that give some example
values. Using the Bangold model, it is possible to obtain
u∗t = 0.2534m/s. Keeping the original scaling factor, the
uplift model has been calculated on the ground of the
flowfield, and is shown in fig 11. It is possible to see
how the uplift ratio ut/u
∗
t reaches a value greater than
one in a defined zone of the flowfield. The uplifted parti-
cles define a circle of around 1R around the rotor. Here,
the majority of the particles are uplifted and enter the
flowfield. Using the UH-60 scaling velocity of Vtip = 220
m/s the situation is different as shown in fig 11 (b) .The
ratio reaches higher values, and all particles inside an
area of 2.5R around the rotor can be uplifted. Fig 12
shows the influence of the starting vortex on the uplift
model. Vorticity magnitude shows the presence of the
starting and the tip vortices in the wake. It can be no-
ticed that the highest value of uplift ratio in the area of
the outer vortex.
Using these data it was possible to seed properly
the ground where the particles are more affected by the
flowfield. Fig 14 shows the evolution of the particles in
time. This calculation spans 4000 revolutions, for a total
time of 15 minutes (enough for a short operation near
ground). The velocity involved in the flowfield generated
by the tested model rotor were not able to lift particles.
To obtain more realistic results the flowfield has been
scaled using a possible operational Vtip of the UH-60A
helicopter (220 m/s). Initially, the particles are uplifted,
and they move away from the rotor along the radial di-
rection. Particles are driven by the outflow that pushes
them away from the rotor, but after a certain distance
(around 7R) the outflow loses its strength, and particles
are uplifted and reingested in the flow. Uplifted parti-
cles can reach more than 3R height. This identifies a
zone with presence of particles (inside 7R) and a zone
without particles. The 3 rotor diameters criterion used
in wake encounters [9], [10] can be seen to overlap with
PAXman criterion (PAXman forces are negligible after
3R). However, due to the results obtained, the presence
of particles inside the 3 diameters distance suggests
that the distance criterion for wake encounters should
be extended at least by 1 rotor diameter to exclude the
presence of the particles in the flowfield. Particles that
move away from the rotor can be dangerous for ground
personnel and equipment, while the recirculation of the
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particles creates risks for the helicopter and the crew it-
self. During the reingesting phase, particles can hit the
blade and fuselage and create the cloud that spoils the
view of the pilot, leading to the dangerous DVE condi-
tions.
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
STEPS
CFD results are seen to be in fair agreement with the ex-
perimental data in terms of rotor performance for OGE
and IGE rotors, even if a slightly higher torque is seen
in IGE case. However, there were some differences in
the outflow predictions for IGE, and in particular at sta-
tions away from the rotor. These differences can be ex-
tremely important if used to evaluate safety criteria near
the helicopter. The scaling factors lead to different lev-
els of agreement with experiments, and only the scal-
ing with the induced velocities gives a complete under-
standing of the outflow analysis in terms of safety. The
normalized magnitude of the radial velocity peaks in the
outflow, and its position, related to the PAXman model
height, are fundamental to obtain correct force estima-
tions. Typically, jet-scaled outflow shows better agree-
ment with experiments, however, this gives information
only about the momentum distribution at the level of
the rotor, and can be used to emphasize which por-
tions of the PAXman body are more influenced by the
outflow. The IGE calculations show worst agreement at
larger radial stations, and more effort need to under-
stand these. Away from the rotor, the flowfield is less
influenced by the instant fluctuations produced by the
rotor, and its characteristics are mainly defined after
a period of several revolutions. Safety considerations
show that the distance criterion based on the PAXman
forces and uplift of particles, can be deducted by the
outflow analysis, and forces after 3R are low. So the
wake encounter criterion of 3D [9], [10] can be adopted
for ground operation, if the presence of particles on the
ground can be excluded. Particle tracking results show
that uplifted particles reach distances larger than 3D.
Futher investigations should be carried out to include
different configurations of rotors, hover heights, and disk
loadings.
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Figure 1: PAXman model [5]
a0 4.30939e-01
a1 -4.63972e-02
a2 -1.39649e-01
a3 1.37545e-01
a4 -2.48764e-02
a5 -5.49253e-04
a6 2.21653e-04
a7 -4.18444e-05
a8 1.45194e-05
a9 -7.80009e-08
a10 -1.89822e-07
Table 1: Polynomial coefficients used
for the curve in fig 1.
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(a) OGE domain (b) IGE domain
Figure 2: CFD domains and boundary conditions for the background for OGE and IGE calculations.
(a) blade
Nodes
  336
Nodes
  168
Nodes
   86
Nodes
  262
Nodes
  135
(b) airfoil
Figure 3: Foreground mesh used for the rotor blades [8] and [7].
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Name 1 2 3 4 5 6
Grid Technique Chimera Chimera Chimera Chimera Chimera Chimera
Component Blade Background Composite Blade Background Composite
Collective 0 12 0 0
N blades 1 2 1 2
Mesh component 1+2 4+5
Scaling factor c c c c c c
Dimension of the grid
Number of points (Millions) 7.14 M 12.50 M 19.65 M 15.1 M 29 M 44.17 M
Distance from the ground
Blade plane 3R 9R
Top domain 9R 9R
Side domain 6R 6R
Minimum distance 1 · 10−4c 5 · 10−4c 5 · 10−4c 1 · 10−5c 5 · 10−5c 1 · 10−5c
Table 2: CFD Grids for the Ramasamy et al. [7] test case.
Mesh 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Grid Technique Chimera Chimera Chimera Chimera Chimera Chimera Chimera
Component Blade BackGround Composite BackGround Composite Hub Composite
Collective 0 12 12 12
N blades 1 2 2 2
Mesh component 1+1+2 1+1+4 1+1+4+6
Scaling factor c c c c c c c
Number of Points (Millions) 7.14 M 23.18 M 37.47 M 20.82 M 35.11 M 0.01 M 35.2 M
Distance from the ground
Blade plane 0.5R 1R 1R 1R
Top of domain 1R 1R 4R 4R
Side of domain 4R 4R 4R 6R
Table 3: CFD Grids for the Lee et al. [8] test case.
ρp(kg/m
3) dp (µm) u
∗
t (m/s)
2650 63 0.25
ρair(kg/m
3) ν(m/s2) g(m/s2)
1.225 1.516 9.81
Table 4: Properties of ground particles used in this work, with air data [23].
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Figure 4: Experimental and CFD results for different OGE test cases. The rotor corresponds to the
design reported in [7]. Tested at two different collective θ75=12deg and θ75=20deg, Mtip = 0.082.
Reynolds number is based at tip flow conditions Retip.
(a) Experimental [8] (b) CFD
Figure 5: Experimental and CFD wake visualisation at OGE conditions The rotor corresponds to the
design reported in [7], at collective θ75 = 12deg,Retip = 35000 andMtip = 0.082. The turbulent model
k − ω was used for calculations.
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Figure 6: Experimental and CFD results for lift and drag distributions along the rotor blade. The rotor
was operating OGE, at Retip = 35000, θ75 = 12deg and Mtip = 0.082. Experimental data was taken
from [7].
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Figure 7: Experimental and CFD results for the power and trust ratios IGE. The rotor was operating
at θ75 = 12deg, Retip = 35000 and Mtip = 0.08. Experimental data taken from [8] and additional CFD
data from [29].
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(a) Q criterion iso-surface (b) Vorticity
Figure 8: Wake Visualization, for the IGE case. The rotor operating at θ75 = 12deg, Retip = 35000,
Mtip = 0.08 , h/R = 1 and CT = 0.03.
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(c) Vrad/vi at r/R=1.0
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(d) Vrad/vmax at r/R=1.0
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(e) Vrad/vi at r/R=2.0
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Figure 9: Experimental and CFD time-averaged outflow velocity profiles at different radial positions.
The rotor was operating θ75 = 12deg, Retip = 35000 Mtip = 0.08 and CT = 0.03.. Left column
results are scaled with induced hover velocity, while the right column results are scaled with jet-
scaled velocity. Experimental data taken from [8].
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Figure 10: Experimental and CFD phase-averaged velocity profiles Vrad/vi at different radial positions
and at azimuth angles. Ψ=0 and Ψ=90 deg. The rotor was operating θ75 = 12deg, Retip = 35000,
Mtip = 0.08 and CT = 0.03. Experimental data taken from [8].13
(a) Vtip = 27 m/s (b) Vtip = 220 m/s
Figure 11: Uplift ratio (
ut
u∗t
) for particles with u∗t = 0.2534 m/s. The rotor was operating at θ75 = 12deg,
Retip = 35000,Mtip = 0.08, h/R = 1 and CT = 0.03.
Figure 12: Uplift ratio(
ut
u∗t
)for particles with u∗t = 0.2534 m/s, and vorticity magnitude. The rotor was
operating at θ75 = 12deg, Retip = 35000,Mtip = 0.08, h/R = 1 and CT = 0.03.
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Figure 13: PAXman model forces calculated using the employed micro-rotor, scaled to Vtip = 220
m/s. The rotor was operating at θ75 = 12deg, Retip = 35000,Mtip = 0.08, h/R = 1 and CT = 0.03.
.
Figure 14: Particle tracking, using velocities scaled with th UH-60 tip velocity (Vtip = 220 m/s). Mass-
less particle paths are calculated over a period of 15 minutes. The rotor was operating at θ75 = 12deg,
Retip = 35000,Mtip = 0.08, h/R = 1 and CT = 0.03. Contours correspond to the radial velocity mag-
nitude (Vrad) and the FAA 3 diameters separation distance is shown for comparison [9].
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